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Accomplished business analyst possessing well-developed skills and experience in 
evaluating and improving business systems and processes. Attention to detail and 
thorough application of problem-solving techniques while being sensitive to keeping 
projects on time, within scope, and under budget. Collaborates with management 
and clients while coordinating activities to stay on course. Works closely, effectively 
with all staff to understand needs to accurately meet goals.

EXPERIENCE

SEO Analyst
Edward Jones - JANUARY 2015 – 2020

 Seamlessly transitioned work from an outgoing associate.
 Thoroughly improved spreadsheets and mechanized processes done 

via Excel macros, was able to complete the same job as was done 
historically, while also saving the company 80+ hours per month.

 Completely overhauled the tracking spreadsheet, which monitors 
intranet search feedback; improved reporting (20% improvement) is 
able to better analyze areas of improvement and observe at a glance 
effectiveness of changes.

 Reported 58% more issues concerning the search between.
 Reorganized GSA testing procedures so they were easier to read, in 

better order, and consequently, more effective.
 Conduct GSA testing monthly and singlehandedly monitors changes 

to search suggestions within search.
 Investigates business needs requests and when appropriate, solves 

with Google console items (key matches, related queries, removing 
documents from search)

SEO Analyst 
Delta Corporation - 2014 – 2015

 Ran SEO campaigns for 9 clients ranging from local businesses 
focused on lead generation to global ecommerce websites focused on
generating online .

 Analyze large volumes of data, while maintaining 100% of 
productivity and quality goals.

 Execute transactions with minimal direction, enter data and retrieve 
information from group specific system Participate in process 
improvement .

 Execute continuous process improvement techniques.
 Document all new learning(s) or change in processes in the standard 

format and seek relevant approvals on a periodic basis Worked 
collaboratively in .

 Increased traffic by 22% and rev enue by 65% on a website in six 
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months by implementing high performing items on web pages to 
other pages on the site,.

 Team leader, SEO team Onsite recommendations Local SEO efforts 
Premium writing Social media strategy and execution.

EDUCATION

 MS

SKILLS

Project Management, Graphic Design, Visual Basic, VBA,.
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